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Foreword to Families

Welcome to your Transform home learning booklet

What are these for?
These booklets have been designed to keep your child connected with 
their school community, with learning, and to have some fun in the event 
of any school closures or periods of absence

Why now? 
All of our Trust staff are working incredibly hard to ensure the best 
education for your children in school. However, in some instances, 
children may be away from school. Therefore, we have worked to put a 
Transform offer together to enable your child to continue their learning and 
connection to school from home. This book is aimed at supporting your 
child’s emotional, cognitive and physical wellbeing in the run up to their 
return.  It will give them some ways to check in with their feelings as well 
as some fun ways to keep active and keep learning.

Why reading, writing and maths?
We know that learning is most effective when children are given 
opportunities for regular practise.  By keeping these opportunities going at 
home – we hope that your child will be able to both practise what they 
have learnt and embed this learning. 
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MATHEMATICS
In the following pages, there is a short arithmetic and problem solving page for you to 
complete. 

This will help you to know what you can do and what you still need to work on. 



Arithmetic – Task 1



Problem Solving – Task 2



Arithmetic – Task 3



Problem Solving – Task 4
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Problem Solving – Task 6
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Problem Solving – Task 8



Arithmetic – Task 9 



Problem Solving – Task 10



WELLBEING CHECK-IN
Activity 1 - Gratitude scavenger hunt 
You could take photographs of each of these things and share 
them with a friend or family member.



READING

In the following pages, there are short extracts of texts to read with a set of comprehension 
questions.

These texts will give provide you with a examples of a range of styles with varying audience 
and purpose. Answering the questions will give you time to practise your comprehension 
skills.

Remember that reading for pleasure is key! 
The most important way to keep your reading skills sharp is to find a good book and get 
stuck in!
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WRITING
This resource is designed to give you daily opportunities to consolidate all that you have learnt so 
far. You are not expected to write full texts, or to write for long periods of time. 

The table below explains what type of writing you will be thinking about  and what the focus of 
this writing is. Make sure you consider this before you start writing. 



Writing – Task 1
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Writing – Task 8
Focus: Broad and rich vocabulary choices

Task: Write a description of what is happening in this scene.
What happens to the girl as the vines slowly creep out of the page?



Writing – Day 9



Writing – Day 10
Focus: Consistent use of tense

Task: Write a short recount of an adventure/fun activity you have 
had this holiday. This could be real or imaginary.



WELLBEING CHECK-IN

Activity 2 – Finding New Opportunities - Dreambows
Planning for the future is a great way of seeing what you 
love doing. 
What would you like to do in the next 5 or 6 weeks? 
What would you like to achieve in your next class?
Maybe you’d like to think about what your dream job is.
Fill your dreambow with all your hopes and aspirations.



GPS – Task 1
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WELLBEING CHECK-IN

Activity 3
World of hugs

Phone or video call your friend or a family 
member. Create a list of 5 or even 10 things 
you like about them. Take turns saying one 
thing you like best about each other.

Activity 4
Which songs are your ‘go 
to happy music’? 
Write down or make a 
playlist of your favourite 
songs. You could then 
listen to some of these 
songs, sing along and 
dance like no one’s 
watching! 



PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

Activity 1 – Get Your Groove On!

Make up your own dance and show it 
to someone in your family or share it 
with your friends safely over social 
media (with an adult’s permission of 
course!)

Activity 2 

Go for a walk with an adult and 

see how many of these items you 

can find along the way….

Brightly coloured flower
Someone riding a bicycle
A flock of birds
A zebra crossing 
A dog
The number 102 on something 
A post-box
A bus stop
A ‘stop’ sign
Someone smiling
A newspaper 



PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES  

Activity 3 – The Floor is Lava!
With permission from an adult, 

create an indoor or outdoor (or both) 

assault course and try and complete 
it without touching the floor. 

Remember the floor is lava and you 

don’t want to burn those toes!

Activity 4 – Crab Walks 
Sit with your knees bent and feet flat on the ground. Place 

palms on the ground behind you. Lift your hips a few inches 

and walk forward on your hands and feet like a crab, then walk 
backward.

How far can you walk? 
Can you race someone? 

Can you time yourself over a distance and challenge yourself 
or someone else to beat your time? 

Activity 5 – Organise your own sports day 
Set up your own sports day and run activities such as an egg and 

spoon race (you can get creative and use any round object and any 

spoons in your house), a sack race (maybe try a pillow case?), a 
running race, a long jump, a throwing challenge using a teddy or a 

pair of rolled up socks. The possibilities are endless – how creative 

can you be?




